
 💪Recover your digipower

 OVER VIEW OF THE SITUATION🔎

18-25 year-olds are a vulnerable population, as platforms are highly integrated into their social lives. 
Disconnection  is  a  solution,  but  can  be  felt  as  a  form  of  social  exclusion.  Although  they  are 
increasingly  aware of data collection processes and concerned about  their privacy,  they are still 
unaware  of  the  specific  risks  that  digital  domains  produce  within  their  daily  lives.

So there you have it. It may sound alarming (it is), but it's not set in stone. That's where you + we 
come in.

 our proposal👉

- Analyze your data
- Recover the power of your data and reuse it creatively

- Raise awareness of data protection rights
- Identify the risks and potential of data collection and algorithmic processes

 how ?🤨

Certainly not while drinking beers. We've put that in bold to get your attention (hello to our pals at 
The Eyeballs). On a more serious note, we have the skills to understand algorithmic systems. Our 
colleagues at  Hestia have developed an  analysis tool that we'll be training you to use during the 
workshops. Spoilers end here.

 why ?🤔

Because  the future is in your hands. Behind this very solemn phrase lies  a crucial issue and an 
innovative project in which you can play an active part by implementing everything you've read 
above. And believe us, this is no mere start-up formula. I'm sorry, but there's no ping-pong, other 
than verbal, scheduled during the workshops.

 by the way, who are you👾  ?

We are a public interest association for the defense of personal data protection rights, enabling us to 
take  control  of  our  digital  and  physical  lives,  made  up  of  multidisciplinary  teams -  in  law, 
mathematics,  data  science,  data  journalism  and  the  arts.  

We are at the service of a common project, based on citizen science, and your help will be  as 
precious as it is essential.

https://eyeballs.hestialabs.org/en/
https://hestia.ai/

